

























































































	A cluster of supernovae (bottom right) pushing away gas clouds (pink) in the Tarantula Nebula, part of the Large Magellanic Cloud.
	Gas clouds in the Trifid Nebula, in Sagittarius.
	Gas clouds in the Keyhole Nebula, 8000 ly distant in the constellation Carina (in the southern hemisphere sky).
	Clouds in The Eagle Nebula, in the constellation Serpens, which is just above Sagittarius and Scorpius.
	Clouds in the Swan Nebula, in Sagittarius.
	The Ant Nebula, in the southern constellation Norma.
	Detail of the Large Magellanic Cloud – part of our superuniverse, Orvonton, but not part of the Milky Way galaxy that forms its core.
	A supernova remnant in the Small Magellanic Cloud, another part of Orvonton that’s not part of the Milky Way.
	The Little Ghost Nebula, 2,000 plus light-years away, the remnant of a nova in Ophiuchus, above Scorpius. The blue color is from ionized oxygen, the green from ionized hydrogen, and the red from ionized nitrogen.
	Another view of it.
	The Helix Nebula in Aquarius, a supernova remnant between 500 and 700 light years distant – a fairly close neighbor of our solar system, perhaps within Nebadon. For those who don’t know, I’ll explain in a bit what Nebadon is.
	Detail of Helix Nebula – each knot of gas is twice the size of our solar system
	A star in Monoceros, which  2 years ago suddenly became 600,000 times brighter than our sun, then faded, leaving huge dust clouds. It’s a little east of Orion, at the edge of the Milky Way, about 20,000 light years distant. 
	The Ring Galaxy
	This is called Hoag's Object – a double ring galaxy roughly the size of the Milky Way, 600 million light years away in the constellation Serpens.
	Farthest Supernova - 10 billion ly
	Full-Field of Sgr A rotated
	Sagittarius A rotated 3
	Sagittarius A rotated 2
	Long X-ray
	Sagittarius A rotated 121 degrees clockwise
	Keck telescope galaxies
	Square mm of deep sky
	Globular cluster M13 in Hercules.
	Black eye galaxy
	spiral ngc3370
	NGC 4622
	NGC1512 – 30 million light years distant
	NGC 3079
	Messier 104, the Sombrero Galaxy
	NGC1275 – colliding spirals
	NGC 4414 - 60 mly
	Globular cluster M13 in Hercules.
	Scorpius
	Antares-1
	Antares-2
	antares-2 – artist’s conception 
	antares – artist’s conception 
	Located within a star-forming region in the constellation Taurus, the object, called TMR-1C, appears to lie at the end of a strange filament of light, suggesting it has apparently been flung away from the vicinity of a newly forming pair of binary stars. 



